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Dartmouth Library October Conference 

“Feeling the Feels: Using Zines as Primary Sources in Student Research.” 

 

A year ago I started the Zine Collection at Simmons with just $100.  

 

A year ago I decided to approach one of my Sociology faculty members with the idea of 

incorporating zines in her class. She and I are both from the Riot GRRRL era and produced our 

own zines.  She was game. We decided to test pilot zines with her Inequality course which has a 

mixture of sociology students and nursing students. We hoped this would allow her students to 

connect more with the material. 

 

Why zines? 

 

Zines give a unique glimpse into our research in a way nothing else can. 

 

Why? 

 

We are more than just statistics. 

 

I always tell students to remember that when they are glossing over the methodology section 

because it is boring to read, that those participants, those numbers are actual people. People who 

joined the study or clinical trial for a specific reason. 

 

Maybe they are a young breast cancer survivor. 

Maybe they have AIDS and want to try a new pharmaceutical drug. 

Maybe they are anorexic and out-patient care is not working. 

 

I’m not saying that statistics are not necessary. 

 

They are. They paint a much needed picture. 

 

But they are not the only color we can use. 

 

We need stories.  

 

We need that human element that ties us to the research. 

 

Zines do that. 

 

Using zines as primary sources allows students to experience the topic they are researching in a real 

way.  
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Students come to understand what it means to have AIDS from someone who is writing about it in 

their zine.  

 

These are the stories that are not censored. They are deeply personal. 

Zines therefore live in a different landscape than the scholarly articles we have our students find and 

the popular magazine articles they read on the side. 

 

Zines have no gate-keepers yet you won’t find a more authentic resource. They are kept legit by the 

desire for the zinester to share their story, to help someone cope with the same topic, or to connect 

with others to form solidarity and a sense of belonging.  

 

It is a community of creators. A community of primary source creators. 

 

They are the pathway to understanding complex and challenging subject matters. 

 

They provide unique voices and perspectives that are not reflected in mainstream media or in 

databases and reference books.  

 

Students understand primary sources when discussed in this way because they are already creating 

their own primary sources with each tweet they send, each FB update, each new tumblr post. They 

just don’t articulate it in this way. 

 

But once that light goes off, they get it.  

 

So what about Saher’s class? 

 

The students broke up into groups and each chose topic under the umbrella of inequality. Some 

wrote about homelessness in Boston, others wrote about living with disabilities, and then there were 

zines about racism and non-gender binary.  

 

Based on the students’ reflective papers, they all loved creating zines and found it very challenging 

yet rewarding because they were able to articulate their research in a way that impacted more than 

just their professor. Their zines could be passed around, sent to distros, or left in random places. 

They could also be used as teaching tools at rallies and protests. 

 

Because zines are something everyone can do, there is no technological barrier to their creation 

thereby allowing anyone with a desire to make a zine to do so and contribute to the conversation 

that is happening around them. To critically think about what they are consuming and then critique 

it by adding their own thoughts. 
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It’s research for everyone. 
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